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For the teacher 

As I was teaching my space unit and thinking about our final  cumulative 
project,  I wanted to create a project that allowed the students to truly 
demonstrate an  application of what they had learned.  Our standards call for 
students to be able to know and understand general knowledge about the 
planets in our solar system. 
 
In this project, students choose one of the eight planets to research.  Then, 
they create a passport of information about that particular planet, including 
information like atmosphere, temperature, environment, distance from the 
sun, etc.  Pages 4 – 9 in this packet will serve as a great guide for your students 
as they choose a planet, research and create a passport for their alien’s 
journey to earth.   
 
With this information, the students  must design a 3D model of an alien that 
could live on the planet they have chosen to research.  Here is where the 
application of knowledge comes in!  They must consider all of the information 
they have learned about the planet to create an alien who would be able to 
survive there.  I have included pictures of the aliens the students created in 
the packet but actually did not show the students any examples ahead of time. 
 
Once all of the research has been done, the passports have been created and 
the aliens have been designed, you can have a Welcome to Earth celebration 
for your in-coming visitors.  This can be set up like a fair and students can 
travel around to different stations to “meet” the aliens.  They can fill out a 
Nice to Meet You! Guide to catalog the information they have learned about 
the different aliens and their home planets.  Pages 10-13 can be used for this 
celebration.  I put a planet name on each round table, and the students laid 
out their passports and aliens. 
 
The rubric is included on page 14 and addresses both language arts and 
science standards. 
 
As always, if you have any questions about the implementation of this project, 
please feel free to e-mail me at jen.maschari@gmail.com  
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Standards Covered: 

The solar system includes the sun and all celestial bodies that orbit the sun.  Each planet in  
the solar system has unique characteristics. (From the current State of Ohio standards) 

Supplies Needed: 

- Collection of space books from your school or local library 
- Copy of research packet for each student 
- Black or navy construction paper or cardstock cut in half hamburger style 
- White computer paper or cardstock cut into fourths (to fit inside book) 
- Coloring supplies 
- Assorted recyclables and other art materials provided by the students 

 
Suggested book titles and websites: 

http://science.nationalgeographic.com/science/space/solar-system 
This is an awesome website that has beautiful, accurate pictures and a wealth 
of information about all of the planets.  Students can click on a planet  or term like asteroids to 
find out more about them. 
http://pds.jpl.nasa.gov/planets/ 
This websites provides a lot of pictures as well as brief planet profiles that students 
can use as a starting point in their research. 
http://www.windows2universe.org/ 
This website also has some awesome pictures and some very interesting facts  
about  the planets and other parts of the solar system.  There are advertisements 
on this webpage but none seemed inappropriate. 
http://school.discoveryeducation.com/schooladventures/universe/ 
An exploration of the universe with the American Museum of Natural History  
http://amazing-space.stsci.edu/resources/explorations/trading/ 
Background information for teachers that students may find useful but it is text dense. 
Students get to learn about the planets and other objects through space trading 
cards. 
http://www.kidsastronomy.com/solar_system.htm 
Information about the planets as well as some cool animation 
http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/index.cfm 
Another really great site that allows students to click on links to find information about 
the different planets.  Students can also pick two planets to compare and scientists are 
profiled. 
13 Planets:  The Latest View of the Solar System by David Aguilar 
Planets by  Penelope Arlon and Tory Gordon-Harris  (this is a Scholastic Discover More book –  
 comes with a code for an on-line companion feature) 
Almost Astronauts: 13 Women Who Dared to Dream by Tanya Lee Stone (I suggest this book – 
 not for this project, but for your classroom – it is a great addition to any unit  
 on space!) 
Books on Planets from the A True Book Scholastic series – these are written by Elaine Laudau 
 (one book written for each of the planets) 
I also love all of the Seymour Simon books on the planets.   
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Project  Instructions 

 
Greetings Earthlings! 
 
I am so excited to hear that you have been 
learning about outer space. The planets are so  
fascinating to learn about.  They all have such  
different characteristics.  Some are made of gas 
while others have a rocky surface.  Some have 
very thick atmospheres while others have none. 
 
Your challenge will be to find out more about a 
specific planet of your choosing.  You may 
choose between: 
 -Mercury 

 -Venus 
 -Mars 
 -Jupiter 
 -Saturn 
 -Uranus  
 -Neptune   
Once you have chosen your planet,, you will  
research it.  I have included a graphic organizer 
and some website suggestions to get you  
started.  I also have put some books out in the  
classroom for you to use as well.  
 
You will create two things with your new  
knowledge. 
   

 1. You will create an alien who could inhabit the  

 planet that you have chosen.  You will create a 3D 

 model of this alien out of materials you can find at 

 home.   You will need to consider what adaptations  

 the alien would have had to make to survive. 

 

 2.  Your alien will be traveling to earth in the very 

 Near future.  The international space commission 

 requires that all aliens visiting from outer space 

 have the proper documents.  Therefore, you will 

 create a passport for your alien that has the  

 necessary information about its home planet.  
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As you begin your research… 

 

 As you begin your research on your planet, it is important that you use sources 
that are reliable.  Remember, anyone can go onto the internet and create a  
website.  This website may have the correct information or it may not.  We can 
check the validity of this information by researching from a variety of different  
sites  and books.   
 
It is also important that the resources you use are up-to –date .  Some books or 
websites still list Pluto as a planet.  We know that Pluto was demoted to dwarf- 
planet status way back in 2006.   

Here is a list of websites that I have already previewed for you.   They are student friendly and  
full of great information and graphics.  There are also a great number of student friendly search  
engines  as well.  Examples of these include SIRS Discover and INFOHIO.  Be sure to check these  
out to help you as you find out more information about your planet.    
 

List of websites: 

http://science.nationalgeographic.com/science/space/solar-system 
This is an awesome website that has beautiful, accurate pictures and a wealth 
of information about all of the planets.  You can click on a planet  or term like asteroids to 
find out more about them. 
http://pds.jpl.nasa.gov/planets/ 
This websites provides a lot of pictures as well as brief planet profiles that you  
can use as a starting point in your research. 
http://www.windows2universe.org/ 
This website also has some awesome pictures and some very interesting facts  
about  the planets and other parts of the solar system.  There are advertisements 
so don’t click on them!  
http://school.discoveryeducation.com/schooladventures/universe/ 
An exploration of the universe with the American Museum of Natural History  
http://amazing-space.stsci.edu/resources/explorations/trading/ 
You  get to learn about the planets and other objects through space trading 
cards.  There is some additional information for teachers as well – this might be helpful to  
you if you can wade through the text.   
http://www.kidsastronomy.com/solar_system.htm 
Information about the planets as well as some cool animation 
http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/index.cfm 
Another really great site that allows you to click on links to find information about 
the different planets.  You can also pick two planets to compare and scientists are 
profiled. 

Feel free to go to the public library, as well, to check  

Out some additional books! Copyright Jen Maschari 2012 
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Organize Your Information  

Planet Basics: 
Planet Name -  ___________________________________ 

 

Type of planet (Terrestrial or gas giant: 

 ____________________________________________ 

 

Number of Planets from the sun: ___________ 

 

Any moons? ___________________ 

 More info about moons: 

 ____________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________ 

 

Atmosphere? _____________________________________ 

 If it has one, what is it made of? 

 ____________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________

 ____________________________________________ 

 

Weather? _________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________ 

 

size - _______________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________ 

 

Temperature - ___________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________ 

 

How fast does it rotate or revolve? 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 

How long is a day on  your planet? __________ 

 

How long is a year on your planet? __________ 
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Organize Your Information  

Basics cont.  

  

What are some interesting facts about your planet? 

(example – Jupiter has a giant red spot that is an on- 

Going storm.  Two earths can fit in the spot.) 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Any other information you have found: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What are your sources?   
 **It is important to note where you have found information.  List any books or  
 websites you found information from here.   

 
1. ______________________________________________________________________ 
2. ______________________________________________________________________ 
3. ______________________________________________________________________ 
4. ______________________________________________________________________ 
5. ______________________________________________________________________ 
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Creating your passport 
 

You will  receive two pieces of black cardstock paper.  This will serve as the front and back  
covers of your alien passport.  You will also receive several pieces of white construction 
paper.  These will be the inside pages of your booklet.   
 
Here is what you will need on each page: 
 -Cover – Passport cover page (you will draw and color an accurate picture of 
 your planet in the space provided – write Interplanetary Space Commission,  
 Passport on the front) 
 -Page 1 – Introduction Page 
 - Mini-photo of your alien (you will need to take this at the end of the 
 project once your alien is completed) 
 -alien name 
 -alien age (on earth and on its planet) 
 -alien weight (on earth and on its planet)  
 -planet of origin / terrestrial or gas giant? 
 -Page 2 – Basic Facts 
 How many planets yours is from the sun (ex. Venus is 2nd planet from sun) 
 -Any moons?  If so, provide the number and some basic information about 
 them. 
 -atmosphere and composition 
 -weather (if there is any) 
 -temperature of planet 
 Page 3 -  A Day in the Life Page 
 -How fast does the planet revolve around the sun? 
 -How fast does your planet rotate? 
 -Length of day  and year 
 -Size of planet 
 Page 4 – Interesting Facts  
 - Write a paragraph about your planet that includes some interesting facts.   
 Page 5 – Description of Alien 
 -Write a paragraph with a description of your alien.  For each characteristic,  
 write an explanation  of why the alien would have it.  For example, my alien  
 has special skin that protects it from the heat.  Venus is a very hot planet so it 
 would have needed to adapt to its extreme temperatures. 
 Page 6 – Credits Page 
 List your sources 
 
 **You may add more to your passport but the pages above are required.** 
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Create your Alien  

When you create your alien, you will want to consider the atmosphere, composition, 
atmospheric pressure, gravitational pull and the other characteristics of your planet.   
You will try to imagine what kind of life could exist on the planet you have researched.   
 
You can create your alien out of a variety of materials.  Consider what these materials  
could represent on your planet.  Maybe the latex of a balloon could represent a special  
skin.  Tin foil cut into pieces could represent solar reflection.  Use your imagination! 
 
Here are some suggested materials you could use for your alien: 
 -2L soda bottles 
 -paper plates 
 -streamers 
 -balloons 
 -googley eyes 
 -clay 
 -paint 
 -fabric 
 -egg cartons 
 -old, cleaned-out jars 
 -construction paper  
 -cotton batting or stuffing 
 -socks 
 -buttons 
 -cardboard boxes or shoe boxes 
 -toilet paper tubes or paper towel tubes 
 -tin cans  
 -wax paper 
 -tin foil  
 -plastic wrap  
 
You will create a 3D model of your alien to go along with your passport.  Your alien and  
passport will be due on _______________________________.  We will be  having a  
Welcome to Earth celebration on that day.   
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Mercury  

Venus   

mars  

Jupiter  
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Saturn  

Uranus  

Neptune  

Cut these out, mount on construction paper and  
laminate.  These will go on tables for Welcome to Earth 
celebration.  The next page can be put on your door to  
welcome the aliens! 
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Welcome to earth celebration  

 

We welcome our alien friends to earth.  They  

Join us from a variety of planets in our solar 

System. 

 

They have just arrived today!  Go visit each  

Group of aliens to learn more about their  

Planets.  The alien passports hold valuable  

Information.    

Planet Alien 

name 

What I learned… 

Mercury 

Venus 

Mars 

Jupiter 

Saturn 

Uranus  

Neptune 
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Project rubric  

This rubric assesses both language arts and science standards.  It takes into 
consideration the research, the writing in the passport, the information  
learned about the planet and the application of the knowledge. 
 

4 3 2 1 

Research Student has 
thoroughly 
researched planet 
using a variety of 
resources including 
books and websites. 
The information is 
valid and correct.  
Student sites 
multiple sources  in 
passport.   

Student has 
researched planet 
using several 
resources including 
books and websites.  
The information is 
correct.  Student 
sites sources in 
passport.  Research 
is not as extensive as 
a 4. 

Student has  
researched planet 
using resources but 
more sources could 
have been used for 
cross-checking.  The 
information is 
correct for the most 
part.  Research may 
not be as extensive 
as a 3.  Sources are 
sited.   

Student has not 
researched planet 
thoroughly  and may 
have not sited 
sources  in passport. 
The information may 
have several 
inaccuracies.  More 
research was 
needed.   

Passport - 
writing 

Student has met all 
requirements of the 
passport.  Student 
has demonstrated 
excellent writing 
skills with complete 
sentences, correct 
punctuation and 
spelling, correct 
grammar and is well 
organized.  
Information is 
adeptly expressed. 

Student has met all 
requirementss of the 
passport.  Student  
has demonstrated 
solid writing skills 
with complete 
sentences, correct 
punctuation and 
spelling, correct 
grammar and is 
organized.   There 
may be a few errors 
in any of these areas. 

Student has met 
requirements of the 
passport.  Student 
has demonstrated 
emerging or 
developing writing 
skills with growing 
attention to 
sentence structure, 
spelling, grammar, 
punctuation and 
organization.   

Student may have 
not met the 
requirements of 
passport.  Student 
does not 
demonstrate 
mastery in the area 
of writing skills in 
regards to spelling, 
sentence structure, 
punctuation, 
grammar and 
organization. 

Planet 
information 

The information  
demonstrates a great 
understanding of the 
planet and its  
composition, 
structure, size, 
atmosphere, 
gravitation  and 
other elements.   
Very thorough.   

The information 
demonstrates a good 
understanding of the 
planet and its 
composition, 
structure, size, 
atmosphere, 
gravitation and  
other elements.   

The information 
demontrates a 
growing 
understanding of the 
planet.  One or two 
elements may be 
missing.    

The information 
does not 
demonstrate an 
understanding of the 
planet.  Several 
elements are 
missing.   

Alien 
application 

The alien and 
corresponding 
description show an 
excellent application 
of the planet 
research.   

The alien and 
corresponding 
description show a 
solid application of 
the planet research.   

The alien and 
corresponding 
description show 
growing  application 
of the planet 
research.   

The alien and 
corresponding 
description does not 
show an application 
of the planet 
research.   
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Credits 

TPT store: http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Jennifer-Maschari  
 

Website: www.jenmaschari.com  
 
Fonts from: www.kevinandamanda.com 
 

Graphics from:   

Clementine Digitals http://www.etsy.com/shop/ClementineDigitals 
KPM Doodles:  http://www.etsy.com/shop/kpmdoodles  
Goodness and fun: http://www.etsy.com/shop/goodnessandfun 
 

 

 

I really appreciate your business!  I hope that  

Your students benefit from this Learning  

experience.  My students loved sharing their  

Aliens + learning about the planets in this  

Authentic way.  I even had students that went 

Above and beyond the project requirements. 

They created tools for their aliens, power  

points, quizzes and Posters about their planets. 

 

I hope that your students meet this project  

With the same enthusiasm! 

 

Thank you!  
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